William F. Netzeband
“Wild Bill”

Bill started flying Control line in 1944 after already being involved in modeling for ten years.
Starting in 1947 all through the fifties and sixties he was a contest flyer participating in Stunt,
Combat, Rat and Navy Carrier. In 1954 he finished first in Navy Carrier at the Nationals. Bill wrote
the “Control Line Capers” column for American Modeler starting in July 1961 before running out
of gas in 1965. Starting in 1968, for 32 issues, he wrote the “Round and Round” column in Model
Airplane News. Bill had thirteen airplane construction articles published in major magazines between 1951 through 1978.
The stunt community knows him as the designer of the “Fierce Arrow”, a famous flying wing airplane designed for their event. His influence on combat, besides the aforementioned columns in
national magazines rests with four or five airplanes used in combat circles throughout the fifties
and sixties. It starts with an airplane called the “Scarred Kitten” published in the Frank Zaic yearbook in 1951. It had landing gear so I’m sure it was designed as a stunt/sport ship, however, this
was the time when combat was in its’ infancy. If you study the drawing that accompanies this
article you can understand how several of these airplanes, with or without their landing gear,
must have found their way to the combat circle.
In 1954 Bill designed a combat specific flying wing airplane called the “Half-Fast”. Miss Shirley
Austin used the design to win Senior Combat at the 1954 Nats. She made the airplane famous
and a subsequent version “The Half Fast III” was kitted by Midwest. Five thousand units were
sold.
In 1960, Bill designed the “Jerkline Special” whose roots, I would suspect, could be traced back to
his “Scarred Kitten” design. In 1961 Bill designed a side mounted, double boom stabilator design
called the “Equalizer”. The wing used for this design was very similar to that used in the “Jerkline
Special”. The “Equalizer” was very competitive and was kitted by Pioneer Models, a company
owned by Bill and another gentleman named Jim Butler.
Bill’s last published combat design was a high aspect ratio design called the “Splinter” in 1967.
High aspect ratio designs were the trend around that time.
Bill worked for Testor’s Manufacturing as a designer and also in Quality Control.
He was elected to Model Aviation Hall of Fame in 1998

Source: Bill’s biography on the AMA website

Bill Netzeband’s Scared Kitten
From the 1951 Frank Zaic yearbook

The original “Half Fast”

Bill’s Half Fast Design-This one built by Ken Burdick
photo from the Flying Lines website

Bill’s Half Fast III
Full Size Plans availale from: Barry Baxter 3929 Greenleaf Drive Brea, CA 92823

Bill’s Jerkline Special and Equalizer-1960 and 1961
Full Size Plans availale from: Barry Baxter 3929 Greenleaf Drive Brea, CA 92823

